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Harsh Shah is the founder of Inkarto, a startup
that is working towards building India's most
affordable stationery store. He Started working on
Inkarto after completing his MBA. As of 31st
December 2021, InkARTo has shipped over 1 million
stationery products. They have about 97.5 K
followers on their Instagram handle.
He has an innate entrepreneurial instinct and this
has helped him venture into 5 businesses over 7
years right from E-commerce to Food &
Entertainment industry. That's just not it, Harsh
now holds a dual MBA with a specialization in HR
& marketing. 

Harsh Shah 
INKARTO-FOUNDER

Q1. Inkarto was founded during the covid-19 pandemic, how was it
create the business and build the business on the foundations of
the 3A's.

Starting any business is in itself not that easy. The pandemic in case of
Inkarto did not impact us very much. Our business model revolves around the
concept of being affordable, it's what we at inkarto believe in.
Accessibility for me is how easily our products reach our target market. I
don’t have to worry about accessibility as it’s outsourced to companies that
take care of it. We have good partnerships with strong tech and logistics
companies who work with us to make our products accessible.However, to
effectively make use of these resources, you should have some knowledge of
technology so that you can successfully link their platform with yours.
And in terms of adaptability, we can say that today Indian consumers have
successfully adapted to e-commerce any business emerging in this domain
will have access to a market and get the same exposure.
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One of the biggest challenges that I have faced is creating content for my
brand and staying relevant. This generation is all about content creation and
reaching a larger audience by using relevant content. Especially since our
company uses digital marketing extensively, the cost of doing business has
increased substantially.
If given a chance, during the starting phase of my business I would hire the
best people instead of hiring people just to fulfill the immediate need of
hiring. A major problem in start-ups is that initially, they need a lot of people
and in that process, they often hire without proper evaluation. A good start-
up should always focus on hiring the best people to create a good
foundation for the business.

Q2. What have been the biggest challenges you have faced since
Inkarto's founding? What would you like to change if given the
chance?

Q3.What set Inkarto apart and how did it grow during the
pandemic?
 
We started a brand during a time when
people had a cash crunch. We provided
them with good quality products at
affordable prices. This is what set our
business apart from our competitors and
helped us flourish during the pandemic.
And especially in India people always
look for affordable goods. So as long as
our products are centred around the
concept of affordability, we should be
doing well in this market.
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So, when you have an idea, you tend to share it with your close ones, be it
your parents, siblings, or relatives, hoping they will appreciate you or
support your idea. But let’s be honest here, we have done this many times in
our lives, and the result was mostly the opposite. It always turned out to be
you losing confidence in yourself and your idea, not the other way around.
Try not to share your opinion with anyone, not for fear of being copied but
for this. Please share it with risk-takers as you are at the initial stage. First,
do the work yourself, then approach people willing to invest their time and
money in your idea and, most importantly, believe in it. You should idealize
the values you’ve gained over the years from your parents but when it comes
to business you should idealize people who have worked in this industry and
reached the top, someone like Elon Musk. Since you have just started, and
you are new to this field. You might fail many times but what is important is
how you always get up from those failures. 
Don’t shy away from failure. I would say start to fail. Or better yet you need
to fail. And lastly, I would like to say, rather than working in your business,
work on your business.

Q5.What set of advice would you like to give to budding
entrepreneurs ?

Q4.How did the new marketing era help you, and what made you
select digital marketing mainly? 

Digital marketing particularly, this question is a little skeptical, the reason is
e-commerce is digital. As my brand is e-commerce digital is the way to go
forward. After that, I may shift to offline marketing when required but
finding the balance between these two would be the key. Today digital
marketing is cost-efficient but that’s not going to be the case forever, as
every brand is in digital marketing. When there are a lot of people doing the
same thing; call it a marketing gimmick or strategy loses its value. When we
as a company started digital marketing, this was completely uncharted
territory, but today every other company is into this.
Looking at the trend digital marketing will lose its charm.
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Crowdfunding is the use
of small amounts of
capital from a large
number of individuals to
finance a new business
venture. Crowdfunding
makes use of the easy
accessibility of vast
networks of people
through social media and
crowdfunding websites to
bring investors and
entrepreneurs together,
with the potential to
increase entrepreneurship
by expanding the pool of
investors beyond the
traditional circle of
owners, relatives, and
venture capitalist.
Popular Crowdfunding
Websites are GoFundMe, 
Kickstarter &Indiegogo

A few examples of
successful crowdfunding
campaigns are:
1. Oculus
2. Pop Socket
3. Glowforge
4.Opena Case
5. Brooklinen

Since the 1980s, freemium
has been common
practice with many
software and gaming
companies.Spotify is one
of the most famous
companies with a highly
successful freemium
model; the online music
streaming service boasts
an impressive 381 million
users, and about 172
million of those users are
paid, subscribers.

SA combination of the
words "free" + "premium,"
freemium is a type of
business model that offers
a basic product or service
features to users at no
cost and charges a
premium for supplemental
or advanced features. A
company using a
freemium model provides
essential services on a
complimentary basis,
often in a "free trial" or
limited version for the
user, while offering more
advanced services or
features at a premium.

C R O W D F U N D I
N G
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H A P P E N I N G S  O F
T H E  M O N T H

The branch will provide end-to-end
financial and advisory services and
will help right from the formation of
IPOs and FPOs of the company will
be implemented in Gurugram and
Hyderabad within the next 6 months.

-BILL GATES 

SBI opened its first startup dedicated branch in Koramangala,
Bengaluru on August 17th 2022.

It’s fine to celebrate success but it is
more important to heed the lessons of
failure.
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In the EV 2 Wheeler segment, the
company will go up against
comapnies such as Ola Electric and
TVS Hero. 

Ultraviolette Automotive, a

bengaluru-based 2-wheeler electric

startup is raising approximately 79 CR INR

from Exor- Co-Invest Fund which has

backed the likes of Ferrari and holds

22.91% stake in it. 
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H A P P E N I N G S  O F
T H E  M O N T H  . .

The Indianstartup ecosystem raised
$440 Mn across 24 funding deals in
the span of 6 days.

The week of August 8th to August 13th
also saw the acquisition of Danish
vacation home company Bornholmske
Feriehuse by OYO. 

The week also saw upGrad , an
EdTech startup raising $210 Mn. 

-   BRIAN CHESKY

 “If we tried to think of a good idea, we
wouldn’t have been able to think of a
good idea. You just have to find the
solution for a problem in your own life." 
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Thrasio-style venture Mensa Brands has become the fastest entrant to
the celebrated unicorn club. Founded by Ananth Narayanan, Aniket
Nikumb and Pavan Kumar Dasaraju in 2021.

Tiger Global's co- founder: Scott
Shleifer Cars24’s early backer:
Rahul Raj Mehta
Curefit co-founder Mukesh
Bansal
DailyHunt co-founder Umang
Bedi
Unitus’ chairman Narayan
Ramchandran

Angel Investors
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KEY POINTS
No. of Acquisitions: 16 Brands
Latest Acquisition: Smart wearable
Brand Pebble on Jun 14, 2022
Mensa Brands invested in Renee
Cosmetics on Feb 11, 2022, valued
at ₹750M.
It eyes 20 acquisitions next year
Mensa Brands is profitable with a
net revenue run rate of Rs 1500 cr
The brand says it won't need fresh
capital for acquisitions, or hiring.

MENSA BRANDS
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N E W  W A V E  O F  I N N O V A T I O N  

Zomato-owned Blinkit announced that it will
provide printout facilities at your doorstep
with just a click in 11 minutes within the price
range of Rs 9 to Rs 19 in some areas.

"I have never had a printer at home and
getting it from a cyber cafe or library or
neighbors or offices has always been
cumbersome, especially when it's needed at
the point of approaching deadlines." -Jitesh
Goel (Product Manager). 

Switch Mobility Ltd, unveiled India’s first
ever air-conditioned ‘ELECTRIC DOUBLE-
DECKER BUS’ in Mumbai with seating for
65 passengers developed and
manufactured in INDIA, designed to
revolutionize public transport in the
country. It is equipped with all the latest
technology, an ultra-modern design, the
highest safety and best-in-class comfort
features.

BLINKIT
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Arunachal Pradesh launched a drone-based
healthcare network 8 times faster than roads
—'medicine from the sky' from Seppa to
Chayang Tajo in East Kameng district with the
motive of reducing out-of-pocket expenditure
for patients, increasing immunisation rates,
and saving people from life-threatening
conditions. As a part of the initiative, Red
Wing Labs will be providing 'Made in India"
hybrid VTOL drones.

E DOUBLE-DECKER BUS

DRONE - BASED HEALTHCARE 
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Books

P R E M I U M  T O P I C S

DO EPIC SHIT BY ANKUR WARIKOO

In his first book, “Do Epic Shit,” entrepreneur and content
producer Ankur Warikoo talks about the fundamental
ideas that have driven his path. It revolves around
success, failures, money, investments, self-awareness,
and interpersonal relationships. He openly talks about
his losses with ease. At times, he stresses his failures
more and what he has learned from them..
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MONEY BY MORGAN
HOUSEL 

The Psychology Of Money inspects personal
finance through the perspective of human behavior.
It’s a fresh take on saving, investment strategies,
and decision-making. The financial aspect of these
essential concepts is explicitly linked with human
psychology. In this book, the author shares her 19
short stories, exploring how people think about
money and teaching them how to better t
understand one of the essential things in life.

ATOMIC HABITS BY JAMES CLEAR 

Atomic Habits guide you to break bad behavior and
adopt good ones in four distinct steps. It dictates how
small, incremental, everyday routines compound into
substantial positive changes over time. It’s an
engaging and practical book that helps you to form
atomic habits that will have a revolutionary impact on
your career, relationships, and life. 

THE 48 LAWS OF POWER BY
ROBERT GREENE

The 48 Laws Of Power is a self-help book that
draws on historical power conflicts and
offers advice on how to gain and maintain
power. Its shows you what power looks like,
how to gain control, how to defend yourself
against the power of others, and eventually,
how to use it.


